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SERBIA
The Serbian startup ecosystem is in its first development stage, however it shows
promising signs. Values of different indicators are among the best in the Western Balkan
region: R&D expenditures, ICT infrastructure, Availability of scientists and engineers,
StartupBlink ecosystem total score. The startup density is 26 startups/1 million
inhabitants.


Most Serbian startups are operating in the following fields: Enterprise solutions, AI, Big
Data & Analysis, Gaming, Smart City, Blockchain & Crypto. The Digital Serbia Initiative
estimates the total value of the Serbian ecosystem at 502 m USD and it encompasses
around 300 startups. Four-thirds of the companies are export-oriented, and nearly 60%
are in the B2B sector (Kozbunarova, 2020; Kukić et al., 2019).


According to our extensive literature review the top 3 challenges of the ecosystem are
the following:
Capital and resources (including available information, flow of special
knowledge/technology transfer and ecosystem support
Culture and communitie
Market and networks
The following table (Table 12.) summarizes the frequencies of mentions on challenges
and the relevance of these challenges according to their appearance regarding the pillars
of ecosystem assessment canvas.
Table 12. Relevance and distribution of startup ecosystem challenges in Serbia
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Source: Berndt (2019); Kozbunarova (2020); Kukić et al. (2019)
Capital and resources (including available information, flow of special
knowledge/technology transfer and ecosystem support)
Some notable detailed challenges mentioned by experts:
The challenge of raising funds for startups to fund their growth becomes even more
apparent when considering the fact that more than 50% of startups in the country
haven’t received any investments and are entirely self-funded
Seed Funding
Another obstacle for startups is of course financing and the limited sources of
financing in the local market
Imbalances and high concentration of funds received: 3,45% of startups received 85%
of total external financing, 96,55% of the startups received only 21 m EUR (Kukić et al.,
2019)
There is a limited number of investors active in the market, and startups seek for
financing abroad, instead of investors providing funds directly into the local
ecosystem
Also, some forms of financing, such as crowdfunding (lending based or equity), are
simply not yet allowed and therefore present in Serbia
Serbia has, so far, had one of the lowest institutional support towards the funding of
startups
Support and assistance between local founders is not at the required level for a
healthy ecosystem
Clear absence of a wider community understanding that startup founders need
broader support;
2. Culture and communities
Some notable detailed challenges mentioned by experts:
Entrepreneurial spirit, English proficiency, Entrepreneurial Education and Culture;
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Local Connectedness and Community
Particularly alarming is the low sense of community, which implies the relative
absence of a ‘people helping people’ mentality
Low level of shared experiences and informal help
Another problem relates to dealing with failure, which is probably more prevalent for
startups. To stigmatize failure is embedded in the local culture. Instead of
encouragement to pursue an idea, an entrepreneur would encounter more often
arguments and comments as to why it cannot succeed. Failing is not regarded as a
valuable experience, neither locally, nor in Western Europe (Berndt, 2019).
3. Market and networks
Some notable detailed challenges mentioned by experts:
Companies registered in Serbia, primarily due to the ZDP, cannot access most
world-renowned online payment and trading platforms, which reduces the
competitiveness of domestic companies, especially those seeking to sell their products
and services abroad
Serbian startup ecosystem is still small both in size, resources, and startup experience
Data regarding local relationships imply that the number and quality of interactions
between founders and other participants in the Belgrade and Novi Sad startup
ecosystem require additional attention
Local entrepreneurs experience huge problems in developing a product out of an idea
(or even a minimum viable product, MVP) and starting to market that product later
on.
Other relevant challenges:
Ease of Doing Business, Lack of adapted Tax Laws.
Sources of the above listed challenges: Berndt (2019); Kozbunarova (2020); Kukić et al.
(2019).
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